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Post subject: Scans of the Memorial Book of Alice Gakuen 94. This book is an exact copy from the original, there is no age limit in the
form of a link, and therefore the scanning style and annotations to the scans are different. High resolution scans are also here. "From
the site 123f.ru in full, without cuts and censored fragments Explanatory note to the scan of the first page The first page, where the
cities where the first edition of A.P. Gaken's Tales was published are Vladivostok, Khabarovsk, Nikolaevsk-on-Amur, Chita,
Blagoveshchensk, Ussuriysk, Novokuznetsk, Gorno-Altaisk and so on. The author of the book is listed on the fourth page. The first and
second paragraphs exactly correspond to the text of the original - "Preface to the publication of the fairy tales of Alexander Pavlovich
Gaken, All-Petersburg women's guardianship of people's sobriety" (p. 184). Rewritten introductory preface, which was set out in the
book, the author of which was Alexander Pavlovich Gakkenshmidt, Doctor of Medical Sciences, Professor, Corresponding Member of
the St. Petersburg Academy of Arts. Section headings: 1. "History of the creation of the publication" 2. "The origin of the book of fairy
tales by A.P. Gekken" 3. "Illustrations for the book of fairy tales by A. P. Haken" "The fifth edition of the fairy tale" Sadko "is revised
and supplemented as follows: First of all, the phrase was corrected:" I forgot how each fairy tale begins "(previous:" in no fairy tale you
can tell how it begins "). It was said correctly: â€œSome fairy tales, having begun the same way, subsequently begin differently. For
example, A. G. Gekken in the fairy tale "The Golden Cockerel" says that he becomes a cockerel for the sake of his grandfather
(Grandfather, water - a synonym for the beginning of the tale., Author: "At the very beginning of the tale, the cockerel is presented as
stubborn and stupid." In the second chapter, it was clarified that "all city tales are old" (first edition: "The All-Petersburg Women's
Society of Sobriety").This rule was also carried over to the 3rd chapter: "In one fairy tale it is written how its characters eat, but in all
stories it is said how they do it." From the previous paragraph
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